Chance W. Proctor

Presentation to Missouri S&T’s Academy of Electric and Computer Engineering
Background

- Was raised in Jefferson City, MO and then moved to a farm in Mexico, MO
- Graduated top 5 of my class at Mexico High School in 2013
- Applied and accepted to Missouri S&T
- Work for Parents
Hobby/ Interests

- Rock Climbing
- Bike Riding
- Video Games
- Cooking
- TV
Why Missouri S&T?

• Have a interest in how things work. What makes them tick?
• Highly acclaimed engineering programs and reputation
• The quality of education compared to low tuition price
The Future

• Finish B.S. in Electrical Engineering
• Possibly go for Masters In Electrical Engineering
• Get a job (Interests: Telsa / Boeing / Ameren)
• Start my own business?
Questions?